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Coloring a signed gaph by signed colors, one has a chromatic polynomial with the same 
enumerative snd algt,braic properties as for ordinary graphs. New phenomena are the intc:r- 
pretability only of odd arguments and the existence of a second chromatic polynomial couatrng 
zero-free colorings. T&c: generalization to voltage graphs is outlined. 

A signed graph (a graph whose arcs have been labelled by signs) has, like an 
ordinary graph, a chromatic polynomial, which appears combiiatorially as the 
function which counts proper colorings of the graph and algebraically essentially 
as the characteristic polynomial of the associated matroid. In this article we !illow 
the existence of colorings and the chromatic polynomial and demonstrate t‘leir 
relationships to acyclic orientations. 

The key idea is a simple one: to color a signed graph one needs signed colors. 
What is remarkable is how closely the development resembles ordinary graph 
theory. The proper colorings are collnted by a polynomial function of the number 
of colors, a function related to the signed-graphic matroid. Negative arguments 
give the number of pairs consisting of a coloring and a compatible acyclic 
orientation. This is exactly as with ordinary graphs. What is different is that one 
must use an odd number of signed colors, namely 0, *l, . . . , fp, interpreting, the 
chromatic poiynomi- al only at odd arguments, and that there is a parallel cokring 
theory distinguished merely by not using the color 0, having its own ‘balanced’ 
chromatic polynomial which is interpretable only at even arguments. The inkrac- 
tion of these two theories and ow it provides algebraic cans of computiqg the 

ere an arbitr9q :qoup 

results concernir.g 
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In conclusion we .remark, pro forma, that all graphs considered in coloring 
theory are finite. 

1.1. Reminiscences of signed graphs 

We shall consistently dienoTe by X a signed graph, by Al its node set, and by n 

the number of nodes. 
A signed graph 2 consists of an unsigned graph, denoted 1x1, whose node and 

arc sets are denoted N(X) and E(Z), and a ‘sign function u which labels each arc 
(except a half arc) positive or negative. Sometimes we write C = (r, U) or (IV, E, a) 
to indicate that I2’\= or that N(2) = N and E(Z) = E. me underlying graph IZ( 
may have not only multiple arcs and loops but also half arcs (which have but one 
end point, and are not sign-labelled) and free loops (which have no endpoints and 
are required to be labelled + ). By ,X* we mean C with its half arcs and free loops 
removed. 

An ordfnary graph is an unsigned graph ,I 5thout half arcs or free loops. For an 
ordinary graph r we employ the following rotations: 

n(r) = the set of partitions of the node set into connected blocks, 
J/, (r, = the number of ways to color F properly using exactlpr K unlabelled 

colors, 
x1-(A) -- the chromatic polynomial = C &(r)(h),, where (A), is the falling 

factorial A(A - 1) l l l (A - K -k 1). 

An arc set S is balanced if it contains no half arcs and each circular path in it 
has positive product of signs. We write q,(S) = {W: W is the node set of a 
balanced component of S, and W# 8) and b(S) =#vJS). The rank of S is given 
by rk S = n -b(S). The rank function determines a matroid G(2,& on the arc set; 
its Wice of closed sets or fiats is denoted Eat C. The poset of balanced flats is 
Lath C. N(S) is the set of nodes of arcs of S; N,(S) is the set of nodes of 
unbalanced components. A node is full if it supports a half arc or negative loop, 
othertiise empty. 2 is furl if all its nodes are. Ey C’ w’e mean Z wit9 each empty 
node Wed by an added half arc or negative loop. 

Switchrng 2 by V: N-+(*1) means reversing the sign of any link whose 
endpoints h,lve opposite v values. It does not alter balance. 

he mtricrion to an arc set S is phe subgraph C , S = (IV, S, o 1 S). The contrac- 
Z/S is obtained by s hing 2 so every balanced compone,rt of S is all 

ositi!Je, coalescing all the n 

induced by 

s two arcs cove 
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one of as follows. : 

& : + V, EW ?Mi iif2 : -V, --Ew. A free loop is covered by two fief: loops. A half arc 
e : v is covered by two half arcs, e, : + v and e2 : --L The covering projection 
p : I$ + ifi is given by p(*v) = v and, if E covers e, p (2) = e. The opposite is the 
involutory automorphism 2 3 Z* of 2 which interchanges the two objects cover- 
ing each x EC. A modified 2, which has no half arcs yet behaves just like the 
original z in respect to closure, orientation, and coloring, covers each half arc e : v 

by one link Z : + v, -v. The opposite then fixes Z 
We employ the signed covering (basic or modified) to reduce questions about 

signed graphs to ones about ordinary graphs. The first relevant fact is this: 

[4, Theorem 65(i)]. An arc set S c E(C) is closed in G(X)et p-‘(S) is 

closed in G(Z). 

An orientation 7 of 2 (cf. [S]) is obtained by orienting all arcs except free loops. 
A link or loop, e : VW, is oriented by giving to each of its incidences, (v, e) and 
(w, e), signs 7(v, e) and r( N, e), subject to their product being -a(e). (The two 
incidences of a loop must be distinguished; their signs may differ.) A half arc e : v 

is oriented by giving its incidence (v, e) a sign T(V, e). The meaning of r( v, e) > 0 is 
that e points into v, while r(v, e) < 0 means the reverse. Thus a positive arc 
orients in the usual way. 1:f T orients 2, there is a unique covering orientation f of 
2 determined by 

7(&V, Z) = ET(V, p(Z)). 

The arcs of s are oriented by + ;n the way suitable for unsigned (or positive) ‘arcs. 
A cycle of T is a circuit in G(Z) which, as a subgraph, has neither sources nor 
sinks. The cyclic part of T, C(T):, is the union of all cycles. 

[5, Theorem 2..1 and Corollary 2.43. We have C(+) = p-'(C(T)); thus 

T is acydic~ i: is. Also C(T) is cloJed in G(X). 

One tricky point about unsigned graphs must be emphasized. For ordinary 
graphs the absence of half arcs means that the ordinary theory of graph coloring 
applies. It is not quite general enough for all unsigned graphs; for coloring 
purposes they car be regxde as vcltage graphs label e trivial group (3. 

Section S), or as having their alf arcs replaced by lin extra ma vo and 
their free loops b!/ loops at vO. 

2. c~l~~~~~gs 

A coloring of an ordinary in A colors is 
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Thus if X is a signed graph, we dei5ne a (signed) coloring of 2’ in p colors, or in 
2~~ + 1 signed colors, to be a mapping 

A coloring is zer+j’ree if it never assumes the value 0. One of the themes of this 
w~;k is the interplay between co1 xinl,,s and zera-free colorings through the 

chromatic polynomia’is. 
A second theme is propriety of colorings and their improper sets. An arc e is 

improper for a coloring k Z e : uw is a link or loop with endpoints colored 
k (w ) = a(e)k ( u) (thus every l;alanced loop is improper), or e : II is a half arc with 
endpoint colored ,k( I)) = 0, or e is a free loop. The set of improper arcs of a 
coloring k, denoted I(k), may also Ibe called the set of impropriety of k. Counting 
colorings without improper arcs or those with specified improprieties is the heart 
of signed as ordinary coloring theory. We shall pursue this topic in Section 2. First 
we must study sets of impropriety and correspondences between proper and 
improper colorings. 

A coloring k of C lifts to a unique coloring k” of the signed covering graph by 
the rule 

The important point is the relationship between the two improper sets. (The proof 
is a matter of inspection.) 

A We have I(k) = p-‘(l(k)). 

Like a graph, a coloring can be switched; indeed whenever we switch a signed 
gt aph 5 we implicitly switch its colorings as well. Tine mechanism is this: if v is a 
switching function on N(C), we define 

k”(u) = v(v)k(u). 

That is, if a node L’ is switched TV = - I), then k(u) is negated to -k(u). The 
most importam thing to notice is that switching preserves sets of impropriety: 

Ilk”) = P(k). 

Switching k to k” entails switching k’ also; we call the result iv. 

k is zero frei. 
The set of impropriety of a coloring k )s _I closed set of arcs, balanced if 
For cwy node 2, in an rnnbalanced co nponent of I(k), k(v) = (3. For v 

in a balanced component I(k): X, k(v) # 0, e wept possibly when (k):X= 
E(C):X. 

the same property for ordinary graphs 
escri of k, 
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suppose C to be an urr:>aI jnced hide in I(k). Say C = ele2 . l l e, where ei : pi_ 1 q 

and Q:= 21,. By the impropriety of C, k(u,) = a(e,)k(u, -J = l - 9 = a(C)k(u,,); but 
a(C) = -- 1, so k( u,-J = 0. The other proofs are similar. Cl 

1.3. Proper colorings 

A coloring is proper if its set of impropriety is void; in other words, if 

(i) W#&)k( ) h w w enever there is an arc e : uw; 

(ii) k(u) # 0 whenever there is a half arc at u ; and 
(iii) hc has no free loops. 

The first constraint implies k(u) # 0 whenever there is a negative loop at u (take 
V = w). The first and third imply the impossibility of properly coloring, a signed 
graph which has a balanced loop. By Lemma 3, the lifted coloring I% is proper if 
and only if k is proper. 

The colorings of C can be regarded as proper colorings of the contractions of 2. 

.5. Let C be a signed graph and p a 2 0 an integer. There is a one- to-one 
correspondence between all signed colorings of C in p colors and all proper signed 
colorings of contractions of 2, in which the zero-free signed colorings correspond to 
the zero-free proper colorings qf contractions by balanced sets. 

A coloring k of C corresponds to the proper coloring k’ of Z/l(k) detemzined by 
first switching C (and k) until every balanced component of I(k) is positive, then 
defining k’(B) = k(u) for u E B E q,(I(k)). 

A proper coloring k’ of Z/A corresponds to the coloring k of S determined by first 
switching C until every balanced component of A is positive, then defining k 1 B = 

k’(B) for each B E TV and k 1 N,(A) = 0, then reuersing the switching of 2 and 
k. 

Note thnt the correspondence, to be well defined, requires that the switching 
scheme used on C in the first part (where k is given) depend only on the set I(k), 
while that in the second part depend only on A, not k’. But given this, it does not 
‘natter which switching scheme: is chosen for each set. 

The proo, is straightforward and is omitted. 

2.1. Polynomials 

e ~~~rornat~c ~o~yno~nia~ x2 (A ) of a sig 
odd positive arguments h = 2~ + I 
signed colorings of 2 in p colors. The balanced omatic polynomial x:(A), 
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TkE;! i?ney poly nokniuI of Lc is the generating function of all colorings, 
clasGPied by the rank of the set of impropriety: 

w,;(x, 2&& + 1.) = 
k 

sumrmed over all signed colorings in p colors. The coefficient of xr, the number of 
colorings whose set of impropriety has rank r; may equally be regarded as the 
number of proper signed colorings in g colors of contractions C/A having n - r 
nodec .,--this follows from Lemn->a 1.5. The balanced Whitney polynomial, 

k* 

is summed over zero-free colorings only. Its coefficient of x’ is both the number 
of zero-free colorings k* whose improper set has rank r, and the number of 
zero-free Ixoper signed colorings of (n - r)-node contractions Z/A where A is 
bala tmced. 

E!;, interpreting the Whitney polynomials in terms of contractions of z1 we see 
that 

w,:(x, A) = X I-“ *&,A (A ), 
%GE(Z 

wk(x, A) = X rk *Xbr,A(A), 
AGE(I) 
balanced 

(2.1) 

(‘2.2) 

if El. is positive and is odd in the first equation, even in the second. (It is sufhcient 
to hiurn over closed A, since otherwrse the contribution of X/A is 0.) Since w, and 
w: are po!ynomials-a consequence of (2.1), (2.2), and Theorem 2-these 
identities are valid for all numbers .4. 

Baltznced and ordinary graphs. If C = (r, a) is balanced we can assume, switclhing 
as necessary, that it is all-positive. Then a signed coloring k has the same set of 
im.propriety rwhether regarded as a co oring of zf or of the underlying graph r. 

T’hs we see that a balanced signed graph and its underlying unsigned graph have 
the same chromatic and Whitney polynomials (and it is easy to see that the 

ted polynomials equal the unbalanced ones as well). Note that the Whitney 
omial of an unsigned graph is defined like tha’: o.? a signed graph and satisfies 
ntity analogous to (2.1). 

2.2. Izxaci coL”oting 

lanced chromatic functions 
colorings of Z .n colors w 

aterial.) 
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Rather than colorings t emselves we shall count symmetry classes. A symmetry 
class may be regarded as an unlabelled signed coloring. A coloring k usirjg the 
signed colors 0, *I, . . . , *p is acted on by the permutations ~1 E GcL and the 
reflections pi, 1 s i s *, in the following manner: cy permutes the color mag- 
nitudes, while pi reverses the sign of every color whose magnitude is i. Thus the 
hyperoctahedral group Del, generated by ecr and the reflections, acts as a 
symmetry group on colorings. It is easy to check that I(k’) = I(k) for any y E 43, ; 

thus propriety is preserved. Furthermore, if k i.s exact, then k’ = k only if y is the 
identity. Hence exact color ngs come in symmetry classes of size 29~!, the order 
of Dr. Let 

$JZ) = the number of symmetry classes of exact proper 
signed colorings of C in p colors, 

(cl*,(Z) = the number which are zero-free. 

Clearly there is only one class using Al, = n colors and it is zero-free, thus 

4% (2) = &XX) = 1; and there are none using more than n colors. 
We shall compute a and & in terms of the q+,(Z) and @z(Z), and vice versa. 

We need the double falling factorial: 

Jx)r =A(&-2) l l l (A -2r+2). 

* We have (if A 3 0 and is odd for xx, even for & I: 

b(h) = rl/, w -20 - 1 L 

X:(A) = +:m l zw,. 

Conversely if p 2 0 is integral: 

t-I)K(p)X&= + 1) 

t-1~K(F,X324 

To prove this we can imitate t 
omit the details. 

sed for 0 

2.3. ertties of t 

In perfect analog 
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Now the chromatic polynomials can be evaluated for ali numbers A and the 
parenthetical reservation in mma 1 can be ignored. 

Continuing the analogy w romatic theory is the behavior of the 

signed-graphic polynomials under deletion and contraction. It can be proved by 
counting proper colorings. 

3. Let 2 be a signed graph and e E E(S). Then 

x2(A) = ) 

and, if e is not a half arc or negative loop, 

On the colorirtg interpretation. We have seen that x=(A) for :I positive integer A is 
the number of colorings of 2 in A colors, but only when A is odd. To suggest why 
more cannol[ be expected let us consider the signed graph f Kz, consisting of two 
nodes linked by one positive and one negative arc, with a negative loop at each 
rode. Since rl/o = +I = 0, Lemma 1 yields 

X*K$A) = (A - l)(A - 3). 

Yi’e SC,: that x+&2) = - 1, dem o is mg the hope that a(A) counts colorings for I’ h’ 
all positive integral A. Just what e(A) can mean for even arguments is a delicate 
question, not to be considered here. 

2.4. 7&e algebra+ connection 

As in ordinary gaph theory there is an alternative algebraic definition of the 
chromatic polynomial. That and the connection with the matreid G(Z) are the 
content of the following theorem. Let p be the Mobius function of Lat 2 (cf. [2]) 
and let p(h) be the ch,;tracteristic polynomial of G(X). (We remind the reader of 
the convention that CL@, A) = 0 if the null set is not closed.) 

A. The chrc,matic polynomial of a signed graph 2 satisfies the equation 

x2(A)= Ab’S’(_l)#S 

s 2) 

= F(@, A jAbcA’ = Ab”‘p(A). 
A tTi 

akwzced chromatic polynomial satisfies 

(2.3) 
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These equations s QW that the chrom.jtic and Whitney polynomials arc in- 
variants of switching classes, because they depend only on the matroid, which 
depends only on the switching class of Z’ (by [4, Corollary 5.41). 

The subset and flat versions of each formula are equivalent by a standard 
expansion of the Mobius function. We prove the balanced Mobius formula (2.4) 
by Mobius inversion (cf. 21); (2.3) is similar. That x(h) and p(A) are related 
follows from the known Gbius expansion of p(A). 

By Lemma 1.5, the number of zero-free signed colorings of Z: using K colors 
whose set of impropriety equals S is &&K). Since the set of impropriety is 
closed and balanced (Lemma 1.4), 

&(2K) = 4\24”. 
s E Lam 

In order to invert we mus: have a similar identity for every contraction C/A 
where A is a balanced fla.t. We get it by replacing 2 by C/A ; thus 

&(2K)==(2K)b(A), 
SaA 

summed over flats 3’ for which S/A is ba’.anced in Z/A. By Lemma 5 below that 
means S is really varying over all 5 I:- LatbX such that S 3 A. Inverting and setting 
A = fl yields (2.h)-exceps in the trivial case when fl is not c?osed. C 

.5 [+ Lemma 4. l]. Suppose A is balanced in 2 and S 2 A. T?WH S is 
balanced in %e S/A is balanced in CIA. 

Following the pioneering work of Stanley [3] we can interpret the chromatic 
polynomial evaluated at negative as well as positive odd integers. Let us first 
observe that a signed coloring k determines an orientation of each proper arc if 
w, require that, for a haLIf arc e : v, 

9-h eV4v) > 0, 

v hile for an arc e : me, 

T(V, e)k(v)+7( w, e)k(w)> 

Since the left side of the latter equals T(U, e)[ 
precisely because k is proper on e, there is 
kin 
the 
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&p?r pairs. An orientation T and a coloring k are a prover pair if, for any arc 
e : IjW. 

T(U, e)k(o)+7(w, e)k(w)>O, 

and for any half arc e : v, 

~(21, e)k(u)>O. 

One can easily calculate that (E, ?) is a proper pair if and only if (k, CT) is. 

lf k is a proper signed coloring of the signed graph Z, there is a 
unique orientation 7 of I5 such that (k, T) is a proper pair; an 17 is acyclic. If k is not 
proper, it is in no proper pair. The number of proper pcrips allowing p colors is 
;y1:(2p + 1). The number involving only zero-free colorings is &(2~). 

The only new statement, that T is acyclic, follows from Theorem 3 below. 

Compatible pairs. A coloring k and an orientation T are compatible if 

whenever e : VW is a whole arc and 

whenever e : u is a half arc. (If e : W.I is ai negative loop the first constraint entails 
7( u, e)k( u) ‘a 0. Thus a half arc is equivalent to a negative loop.) Compatibility, 
like propriety, is preserved by switching. The lift (I;, IT) is compatible if and only if 
(k, T) is. 

A proper pair is just a compatible pair involving a proper coloring. We have 
counted prope- pairs; now we wish to count compatible pairs. The starting point is 
a lemma whi5-i shows how compatibility of pairs, propriety of colorings, and 
cyclicity of orientations are related to each other. 

8 3.2. Let k be a coloring and T an orientation of 2, let S C_ I(k), and let k’ 
and T’ be the induced coloring and orientation of C/S. Then (k, T) is compatible 
e (k’, 7’) is. In L jse S = I(k), t k, T) is compatible H (k’, T’) is proper. 

The definition of k’ on X/S is like that on X/Z( k) given in Lemma 1.5. The 
clef ‘depends on the switching invariance of compatibilitlr. Thus one can switch, 
en verify that each arc is equally compatible in ;2” a\:d .X/S. As for fk SIX 

=: I(k), since k’ is proper (by Lemma 1.5) t’~ k’ 7’) is proper if it is 
compatible. Cl 

k, T) is a compatible pair, then C(T) 2: I( induces an ac y&c 
/I&j, and if k ’ is the induced coloriu+ t f (k), then (k’, a-‘) is 
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We lift the problem to the signed covering graph. For an ordinary graph 
like it is easy to prove, by tracing inequalities around a cycle of ?, that 6 is 
constant on each cycle. Hence I(@ 12 C(F). Then T(k) 2 C(T) by Lemmas 1.2 and 
1.3. 

If (k, 7) is proper therefore r is acyclic. But by Lemma 2, (k’, 7’) is a proper 
pair. That completes the proof. 0 

. Let e be an arc of C, k a coloring, and k’ the induced coloring of IS/e, 
if there is one. T is an orientation of 2, let T, be 7 with e reversed. 

If (k, T) and (k, 7,) are both compatible, then k is improper on e and both 

(k, ~\e) and (k’, I ) T e are compatible pairs in s\e and c/e, respectively. 
If (k, T) is compatible but (k, T,) is not, then (k, r\e) is compatible but k is proper 

on e so does not induce a coloring of Z/e. 
If neither (k, T) nor (k, #I-~) is compatible, then (k, r’\e) is incompatible and, if 

there is a k’, (k’, r/e) is incompatible. 

In the first case, k is clearly improper on e. The rest is from Lemma 2. The 
second case is obvious. In the third case, clearly (k, ~\e) must be incompatible. If 
k’ exists, it does so because e E I(k). ‘Then (V, T/e) is incompatible by Lemma 
2. El 

3.5. Let C be a signed graph and g a nonnegative integer. The number of 
compatible pairs (k, T) in which T is an acyclic orientation and k is a signed coloring 
in p colors is (-l)“x&-(2~ + 1)). The lzumber in which k is also zero-free is 

(- l)“&(-2cL). 

. All the compatible pairs in C correspond to all those of .E:\e and Z/e (by 
Lemma 4; the correspondecce is clearly bijective), as shown in the following 
table: 

-- 

Compatible in 2 Compatible in PC\ e X/e 
-- 

(k, T) and (k, TV) + (k, T\e) and (I;‘, T/e), 

(k, T), not (k 7,) + (k, T\e), IJOt (k', T/e), 

neither neither 

We can deduce from Theorem 3.1 of IS] that in the first line the same number of 
pairs on each side involve acyclic orientations. In the second line T\ e is acyciic if 
T is; conversely we must show that, if T\, e is acyc’llic, r has to be too. 

at (k, 7) %s compatible bst. (k, TV) is not, an at T, is cyclic but T is 

not. The compatibilities require (if e : VW is a link or loop; the half-arc case k 

similar) 

r(v, e)k(v)+~(w, e)k(w):- 
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That entails k is proper on e. Bu t cm the other hand the acyclicities require 

e <: C(T), whence e E I(k) by ThcUdG pn-‘V1 3. But t is is a contradiction. Thus the 

troublesome case cannot exist. 
Let P(C) = the set of all compatible pairs (k, T) in which T is acyclic. We have 

?hOWri that F(C) is in one-to-one correspondence with the disjoint union 

P(C \ e) U IQ/e). Now a standard inductive argument using Theorem 2.3 proves 
the general case of the theorem. 

If we restrict to zero-free pairs we still have the same one-to-one correspon- 
dencc, so long as 6 is a link Thus this case too follows by induction. I7 

C’olorcd and oriented contractions. From Theorem 3.5 we immediately get in- 
terpretations of the Whitney polynomial and the balanced Whitney polynomial. 

The number of compatible triples (k, T, .X/A,), where C/A is a c-node 
contraction 0; 2, T i: gn acyclic orientation of Z/A, and k is a signed coloring of 
2,/A in p colors which is ct3inpatible with 7, equals the coeficient of .;c”-~ in 
(-.I)n~y( - x, - (2~ + 1)). The number involving only zero-free colorings equals the 
cc;eficient of x”-’ in (-l)%b,(- x, -2~). 

The number of acyclic orientations of a signed graph and its contractions is an 
immediate consequence of Theorem 3.5 and Corollary 3.6. We simply set of- = 0. 

. The rzumber of acyclic orientations of 2, o(z), is given by 

o(C) = i- l,"X&-l). (4.1) 

If ok(Z) denotes the number of acyclic orientations of all contraction graphs S/A 
which have k nodes, then 

n 

Ok:,C)Xn--k = (--lY’w&-x, -1). (4.2) 

PJttrnative interpretations of Corollary 1 follow from the representations of 2 
in R” as an arrangement of hyperplanes H[k”: a!rd as a zonotope Z[Z], the 
acyclotope 3f .C. From [5] we recall the definitions. Let the standard basis of R” be 
indexed by the nodes, so it is {bV: v E IV}. Eacl- arc e : VW determines a line 
se ent Se = conv{ f (b,, - a(e)b,)]; a half arc e : 17 determines Se = conv{*k,}; and 
a free loop e : fi determines S, = (0). Then the de ‘initions are i 
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By Theorem 4.2 and Corollary 4.5 of [S] the regions and, rnolre generally, the 
k-dimensional faces of H[T] are in one-to-one correspondence respectively with 
the acyclic orientations of C and of the k-nolde contractions. Thus we can 
reformulate Corollary 1 as a statement about H[Xj. 

Or0 ‘. Corollary I. remains true if o(S) is interpreted as the number of 
regions of W[2] and o&S) as the number of k-dimensional faces. 

Since the (n - Q-faces of the acyclotope Z[X] corresponC to the k-faces of 
HEX], we also have a statement about the faces of Z[Z]. 

Corollary 1 remains true if o(C) is interpreted as the number of 
vertices of Z[2.] and o&S) as the number of (n - k)-dimensional faces. 

In [6], the continuation of this article, we shall find explicit expressions for d(C) 
and ok(E) in a number of interesting examples. 

5. 

A uoltage graph @ consists of an unsigned graph r = (!‘V, E) together with a 
uoltage group @ and a voltage, a mapping q : E* -+ ($3. We assume that cp(e-‘) = 
q(e)-‘, where e -’ denotes the arc e taken in the opposite direction, and that 
q 1 {free loops} i=- 1. 

Since the notion of balance applies to voltage graphs one can define both 
ordinary and balanced chromatic polynomials by the algebraic formulas of 
Theorem 2.4. There is also a concrete interpretation by means of ‘3-labeiled 
colorings of @. Say 93 has order m. The color set with r_~ colors (or ~TJA + 1 labelled 

colors) is 

Kw =((O, I., . . .) PI x w/(-w1 x 8): 

in other words we regard all (0, g) as the same color. In an obvious way (9 acts 
from the right on k,. A &-coloring of @ in t,c colors is a mapping k : IV--, Kw ; it is 
proper if, for each arc e: II--, w, k(M) # k(v)q(e), and for each half arc e: u, 

k(u) # (0, g), and there are no free loops. The function 

x*( rnp + 1) = the number of proper B&colorings of @ in p colors 

&(rnp) = the number of zero-free proper colorings 
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voltage grap hs cl3 not in general have orientations. Thw only positive arguments 
have: combinatorial interpretations. 
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